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My perspectives

• Institutional responsibilities / External collaborations

• Local systems development / vendor systems

• Back-end systems / learning and research services

• Infrastructure is complicated!



Outline

How can we make all this work?

Observations

Content:  journal articles Policy Infrastructure and services

Vision and values of a global knowledge commons
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Vision and Values



Vision: A Global Knowledge Commons

…that enables high impact research 
and learning, reflecting our values of 
diversity, inclusion and open access 
to information.

Data at the core, surrounded by 

enabling layers of:

• policy

• distributed infrastructure

• services that facilitate user 

engagement with data



Competition versus collaboration?

Competitive advantage equals collaboration





Alperin, Juan Pablo (2018): World scaled by 

number of documents with authors from each 

country in Web of Science: 2016. figshare. 
Figure.



Diversity and Inclusion

Diversity and inclusion of: 
- Authors
- Languages
- Publications
- Services
- Tools
- Infrastructure

How to avoid centralization,
monopoly, loss of control?
How to achieve open 
sustainable infrastructure?



Observations



Data at the core

There are distinct associations, initiatives and parts of 
our organizations focused on these different forms of 
data, but they have similar concerns:

• Acquisition and production

• Discovery, access and delivery

• Preservation



Journal articles: 
the tip of the iceberg

The Canadian Open Neuroscience Platform: 
Catching Up to Plan S and Going Further, PLOS 
Blogs, August 15, 2019

https://blogs.plos.org/plos/2019/08/the-canadian-open-neuroscience-platform-catching-up-to-plan-s-and-going-further/


OA Journals not charging APCs 
72.9%

OA Journals charging APCs
26.6%



Policy

Our ability to support diversity, inclusion and openness 
is dependent on policy set by governments, funding 
bodies and universities.  This includes:

• Value systems of tenure and rankings 

• Data governance, e.g.

• Freedom of information, privacy

• Copyright, rights statements

• Indigenous knowledge

• Data management plans

• Open access to publications



Plan S



Global Research 
Council

Common mission of “making 
knowledge available and 
accessible wherever it can 
have the greatest impact and 
help solve humanity’s 
challenges regardless of where 
it was produced.” 

They “share the belief that 
this common goal can be 
achieved through a variety of 
approaches.” – May 1, 2019



Actions for a Public 
Policy in Latin America

The document concludes with 
the need to discuss initiatives 
such as "Plan S", specifying 
the points of agreement and 
disagreement, given the 
regional context, regarding 
topics such as article 
processing charges (APC) or an 
assessment of the role of 
repositories. – May 31, 2019





Infrastructure & 
Services
We want to truly leverage digital opportunities and
not replicate old models. We want:

• Distributed, trusted networks (avoiding centralized 
control, single points of failure, oligopolies)

• Easy processes for authors and researchers

• Academic control 

• Reasonable and transparent costs for infrastructure 
and no cost for the data itself



The Portage Network is a national initiative of the 
Canadian Association of Research Libraries (CARL), 
developed with multiple research stakeholders, 
with the goal of building research data 
management capacity in Canada

Network of Expertise

Pan-Canadian RDM expertise with over 100 in-kind experts
contributing to development of RDM resources, tools, 
training, and policy

Infrastructure Platforms

Working with library consortia, institutions, and other 
infrastructure partners to develop and deploy essential 
RDM infrastructure and service components

A research data management example

https://portagenetwork.ca/about/network-of-expertise/
https://portagenetwork.ca/about/infrastructure-platforms/


Challenges

• Ensuring that each institution feels ownership and benefits at the local level

• Establishing shareholder governance and stakeholder governance

• Moving from seed funding to larger project funding to sustainable operations



A small 
overlay journal 
demonstration 

project

Launch an overlay journal through collaboration 
between an academic editorial board, formed by Sir 
Timothy Gowers, and a sponsoring library, Queen’s 
University (Canada): Advances in Combinatorics
● Explore collaborations between academic libraries 

and editorial boards
● Leverage open publications from arXiv
● Demonstrate that a high quality journal can be run 

on a small budget using existing tools
● Explore the management of the peer review process 

as a service layer for next generation repositories, in 
collaboration with the Confederation of Open 
Access Repositories (COAR)



“I hope that it will demonstrate 
once again that starting a serious 
new journal is not that hard.” 

– Sir Timothy Gowers, Royal Society 
Research Professor, Centre for 

Mathematical Sciences, University of 
Cambridge; Fellow of the Royal Society; 

Fields Medalist



Model

• Modelled on Discrete Analysis

• arXiv is both source and keeper of articles

• Scholastica academic journal management software 

• ”Ethical” journal: no charges for readers or authors

• Editors “do not lend their names,” they actively participate

• Peer review, analytics tracking, integration with DOAJ, PubMed, etc.

https://gowers.wordpress.com/2015/09/10/discrete-analysis-an-arxiv-overlay-journal/
http://arxiv.org/
https://scholasticahq.com/


Administrative tasks for the library

● Service level agreement covering:
○ Responsibilities
○ Funding 
○ In-kind staff support 
○ Term of commitment

● Registering DOI prefix, ISSN, custom domain

● Listing articles with reviewing services like MathSciNet, Zentralblatt

● Listing journal on indexes like the Directory of Open Access Journals 
(DOAJ), Open Access Scholarly Publishing Association (OASPA), Scopus 



Estimated library costs for 2018-19

Comparable to the cost of Article Processing Charge (APC) for a single article

Expense CAD USD Euro

Scholastica 
subscription

$1597.42 $1188.00 €1060.19

Scholastica 
author 
submission fees 

$336.18 $250.00 €223.13

Domain name $11.00 $8.18 €7.30

In-kind staff $1073.8 $798.8 €712.8

Total $3018.4 $2244.98 €2003.42



Challenges

• Which journal software? 

• Reliance on a ‘public good’ platform and its funding models, governance, 
priorities

• Institutional priorities – why this journal?

• Scaling up in a distributed environment



Pubfair:
A Framework for 
Sustainable, 
Distributed, Open 
Science Publishing 
Services

Comment at https://comments.coar-repositories.org



See: AmeliCA vs Plan S: Same target, two different strategies to achieve Open Access.

http://amelica.org/index.php/en/2019/02/10/amelica-vs-plan-s-same-target-two-different-strategies-to-achieve-open-access/


Global Alliance of Open Access 
Scholarly Communications 
Platforms (GLOALL)





How can we make all this work?



Several ways on my mind today…

1. Recognize that infrastructure is social

2. Explore the questions to be answered

3. Adopt good practice principles for open infrastructure

4. Be inclusive of industry in good practices

5. Support truly transformative models, not simply APCs



1. Recognize that infrastructure is social

“An infrastructure occurs when the tension 
between local and global is resolved.” 

Susan Leigh Star and Karen Ruhleder, Steps Toward an Ecology 
of Infrastructure: Design and Access for Large Information 
Spaces, Information Systems Research, Vol 7, No. 1, March 
1996





2. Explore the questions to be answered, e.g.:

• How can financial support for no-fee OA journals best be provided?

• How can promotion and tenure processes be changed to incentivize 
green or diamond OA?

• How to make open infrastructure sustainable, especially if it's 
"academic led" infrastructure owned or hosted by non-profits

• From Mapping the Scholarly Communications Landscape:
• 1)  increase understanding of the range of forms, functions, structures, and 

models represented by SCRs across our system today; 

• 2) formally assess some of the factors that influence the sustainability and 
“fit-for-purpose” of SCRs, and

• 3) identify concrete tasks and activities that specific SCRs might engage in to 
improve their stability over time



• What makes it desirable and 
possible for a wide range of 
institutions to commit to the 
creation and support of 
collectively owned 
infrastructure? How can issues 
of equity and voice be handled?

• Etc.



3. Adopt good practice principles for open infrastructure



4. Be inclusive of industry in good practices

https://about.hindawi.com/blog/a-radically-open-approach-to-developing-infrastructure-for-open-science/

https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__about.hindawi.com_blog_a-2Dradically-2Dopen-2Dapproach-2Dto-2Ddeveloping-2Dinfrastructure-2Dfor-2Dopen-2Dscience_&d=DwMFaQ&c=WO-RGvefibhHBZq3fL85hQ&r=7glM2Z-2bIQt1Gnj5sxpXcTp8U-r4aPWr3BYJvO6_bI&m=7B0OxDOaUrkeGNIqN9DJSVS3cn7DN5BON6deqc4Fepw&s=LR4JSEHwyAqSurCVeOO1NtzElIRd7dkpkhgWgC40IpU&e=


5. Support truly transformative models, not simply APCs

“In no case should economic interests be allowed to interfere with the 
full potential of a free communicating system designed and destined to 
help humanity – the whole of humanity – grow knowledge. Unleashing 
the full power of the distributed system of human intelligence remains 
the fundamental objective.”

- Jean-Claude Guédon, Open Access: Toward the Internet of the Mind, 
2017

https://www.budapestopenaccessinitiative.org/boai15/Untitleddocument.docx


Concluding thought…

There is no doubt that today’s data 
realm is global. 

Our job is to make sure that it is a 
diverse, sustainable, thriving
global knowledge commons.



Thank you!
martha_whitehead@harvard.edu


